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Abstract
The main goal of this article is to study how an auxiliary information
can be used to improve the power of two famous statistical tests: the
Z-test and the chi-square test. This information can be of any nature –
probability of sets of partitions, expectation of a function, ... – and is not
even required to be an exact information, it can be given by an estimate
based on a larger sample for example. Some definitions of auxiliary infor-
mation can be found in the statistical literature and will be recalled. In
this article, the notion of auxiliary information is discussed here from a
very general point of view. These two statistical tests are modified so that
the auxiliary information is taken into account. One show in particular
that the power of these tests is increased exponentially. Some statistical
examples are treated to show the concreteness of this method.
1 Introduction
Main motivation. The main goal of this article is to present two new statisti-
cal tests which exploit a given auxiliary information – the following paragraph
describes what is meant by auxiliary information. These new tests are based on
familiar statistical tests, the Z-test and the chi-square test. The modification
applied for these tests should use the auxiliary information in some way to allow
us to keep the same α-risk but at the same time to decrease the β-risk in order
to get a more powerful test. Having a more powerful test can allow either to ac-
cept fewer samples under the alternative hypothesis or to take a smaller sample
if the power is fixed beforehand. These modifications are made so that under
the null hypothesis, the asymptotic behavior of the random variables involved
by the statistics of these test does not change. They are also made so that,
under the complementary hypothesis, the asymptotic behavior of the empiri-
cal process is controlled. The way this last process naturally intervenes in the
statistics of these two tests is recalled. The results established for the Z-test in
this paper are treated in a more general way than the statistical example given
∗mickael.albertus@gmail.com
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in [1]. To illustrate all results of this paper and to show that they can be used
in a concrete way, they are applied with real data.
Auxiliary information. Auxiliary information is a concept that has been
treated many times in the statistical literature in different forms. Indeed, the
definitions of auxiliary information are numerous and there is no general and
accepted definition of what auxiliary information is. Some statistical methods,
such as stratification, calibration or Raking-Ratio assume that a priory auxiliary
information given by the probability of sets of one or more partitions is known by
the statistician. Nevertheless, such a definition of what auxiliary information
can be is very limited and is limited to a few cases of particular statistical
studies. Other definitions of auxiliary information and some of the consequences
of using this information can be found in the statistical literature. In this
paper, the auxiliary information is approached from a general point of view
through a hypothesis of asymptotic reduction of the quadratic risk. In the
statistic literature, the notion of auxiliary information is used to speak of better
quality estimates. However, the exploitation of auxiliary information in order
to increase the power of the tests has never been studied in the literature to
the author’s knowledge. The advantage of improving the power of these tests is
important since it makes it possible to accept fewer samples on average under the
alternative hypothesis. There are many possible applications of these results:
medicine, economics, industry, statistical study, ...
Framework. Let X1, . . . , Xn, X be i.i.d. random variables defined on the
same probability space pΩ, T ,Pq with same unknown law P “ PX on some
measurable space pX , T 1q. We endow the measurable space pX , T 1q with P in
order to get a probability space. We denote P pfq “ ErfpXqs, Pn the empirical
measure defined by Pnpfq “ 1n
řn
i“1 fpXiq and αn the empirical process defined
by αnpfq “ ?npPnpfq ´ P pfqq, for all P -measurable functions f : X Ñ R.
By convenience, for A P T 1 we denote PnpAq “ Pnp1Aq. For a P -measurable
function f “ pf1, . . . , fmq : X Ñ Rm let denote P rf s “ pP pf1q, . . . , P pfmqq and
the same notation is used for Pn and αn.
Organization. We present and justify the new statistical tests which exploit
the auxiliary information. The two following sections describe the method and
expose the main results for the modified tests with auxiliary information. Sec-
tion 2 concerns the Z-test while Section 3 deals with the chi-square test. Some
examples are treated for the two improved tests in Section 4. In particular,
we will show the efficiency of these new methods which take into account the
auxiliary information. A non-exhaustive list of the literature surrounding the
topic of the auxiliary information is also given in this section.
2 Result for the Z-test
Notation. In this section, we suppose that the random variables Xi are real.
We denote by ErXs and σ2 respectively the common expectation and variance
of all variables Xi. We are interested by a statistical test based on the null
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hypothesis pH0q : ErXs “ µ and the complementary hypothesis pH1q : ErXs ‰
µ. The classical statistic for this hypothesis is given by
Zn “
?
npXn ´ µq
σn
,
where σn is a consistent estimation of the standard deviation σ, Xn “ Pnpidq “
1
n
řn
i“1Xi is the empirical mean. Notice that if σ is a known value then one can
take σn “ σ. Under pH0q, the statistic Zn converges weakly to the normal law
N p0, 1q while under pH1q this statistic goes to infinity almost surely. Then the
statistical test based on the reject decision |Zn| ą Φp1´ α{2q is an asymptotic
confidence level α, where Φ is the inverse of the standard normal cumulated
distribution function.
Auxiliary information. Let suppose that we dispose of an estimator of ErXs
with a lower variance than the natural and empirical estimator Xn. Formally,
we suppose that we have a statistic pXn which satisfies the weak convergence
?
np pXn ´ ErXsq ÝÑ
nÑ`8 N p0, pσ2q, (1)
where σ ą pσ. We give in Section 4 some examples of auxiliary information and
values pσ for this test. We define a new statistic based on the Z-test with the
auxiliary information by pZn “ ?np pXn ´ µqpσn ,
where pσn is a consistent estimation of pσ. As the usual Z-test, if pσ in unknown,
one can replace it by a consistent estimation. Under pH0q, the new statistic pZn
converges weakly also to the normal law N p0, 1q. Then both statistical tests
based on the reject decision |Zn| ą Φp1´α{2q, | pZn| ą Φp1´α{2q have the same
asymptotic confidence level α. It suffices to prove that the power of the test
which exploits the auxiliary information based on | pZn| ą Φp1´ α{2q is greater
than those based on |Zn| ą Φp1 ´ α{2q. The following theorem says that the
β-risk decreases exponentially when the auxiliary information is used.
Theorem 1. Under pH1q it holds for n large enough and every t ą 0,
P p|Zn| ď tq
P
´
| pZn| ď t¯ ě exp pxnq ,
where xn „
nÑ`8 npErXs ´ µq
2p1{pσ ´ 1{σq.
Consequence. Theorem 1 implies in particular that the new Z-test with aux-
iliary information is twice powerful than the classical test when at least
n ě
R
σpσ
pσ ´ pσqpErXs ´ µq2
V
.
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More the values ErXs and µ or the values σ and pσ are close, less the auxiliary
information is interesting in the sense that one needs a large sample to exploit
the information in order to multiply by two the power of the Z-test. More
generally, the power of the new test is multiplied by k ą 0 when
n ě
R
σpσ lnpkq
pσ ´ pσqpErXs ´ µq2
V
.
We can observe this remark by an other point of view. If we fix the size of the
sample and enlarge the null hypothesis pH0q to
pH0q : |ErXs ´ µ| ă lnpkq{
a
np1{pσ ´ 1{σq,
then we ensure that the power of the test is multiplied by k.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of this theorem is only a rewriting of those
of Proposition 3 of [1] since it is a generalization of this proposition.
3 Result for the chi-square test
Notation. In this section no assumption is made on the random variables Xi,
the law P or the set X . Let M P Nzt0, 1u and A “ pA1, . . . , AM q Ă T 1 be a
partition of X such that P pAiq ‰ 0 for all i “ 1, . . . ,M . We define the null
hypothesis
pH0q : @1 ď i ďM,P pAiq “ P0pAiq,
and the complementary hypothesis
pH1q : D1 ď i ďM,P pAiq ‰ P0pAiq.
We denote by P rAs, P0rAs the vectors respectively defined by pP pA1q, . . . , P pAM qq P
RM and pP0pA1q, . . . , P0pAM qq P RM . The events Ai could be of the form
Ai “ CiXDi for a chi-square test for independence. The statistic for the classic
chi-square test of homogeneity is given by
χ2n “
Mÿ
i“1
npPnpAiq ´ P0pAiqq2
P0pAiq “ Zn ¨ Z
t
n,
where
Zn “ ?n
˜
PnpA1q ´ P pA1qa
P0pA1q
, . . . ,
PnpAM q ´ P0pAM qa
P0pAM q
¸
.
Under pH0q, P rAs “ P0rAs and the statistic χ2n converges weakly to χ2pM ´1q,
a chi-square distribution with the degrees of freedom DF “M´1. As a matter
of fact, under the null hypothesis, the statistic is equal to
χ2n “
Mÿ
i“1
˜
αnpAiqa
P0pAiq
¸2
“ αnrfAs ¨ αtnrfAs,
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where fA “
´
1A1{
a
P0pA1q, . . . ,1AM {
a
P0pAM q
¯
. According to the Cochran
theorem, under pH0q, χ2n Ñ χ2pM ´ 1q since αnrfAs converges weakly to the
singular multivariate normal N p0,Σ0q with 0 “ 0RM and
Σ0 “ Id´
a
P rAst ¨aP rAs,
where
a
P rAs “ paP pA1q, . . . ,aP pAM qq. One recall for the rest of the paper
that the density function of a singular multivariate normal distribution N p0,Σq,
where Σ PMM,M is singular, is given for all x belongs to the support of this
law by
fΣpxq “ 1?
2pi|Σ|` exp
ˆ
´1
2
xt ¨ Σ` ¨ x
˙
,
where |¨|` is the pseudodeterminant and ¨` is the pseudoinverse – or generalized
inverse. Notice that since Σ20 “ Σ0 then Σ`0 “ Σ0. Under pH1q, the process
αnrfαs ` Tn converges weakly to the normal law N p0,Σ1q where
Tn “ ?n
˜
P0pA1q ´ P pA1qa
P0pA1q
, . . . ,
P0pAmq ´ P pAmqa
P0pAmq
¸
(2)
“ ?npP0rAs ´ P rAsq ¨Diag´1
´a
P0rAs
¯
,
Σ1 “ Diag
´a
P {P0rAs
¯
¨ Σ0 ¨Diag
´a
P {P0rAs
¯
. (3)
In other words, the matrix Σ1 is defined by Σ1 “ VarpfApXqq, the variance
matrix of the random vector fApXq, that is,
pΣ1qi,j “ 1a
P0pAiqP0pAjq pP pAi XAjq ´ P pAiqP pAjqq .
Notice that under pH0q,Σ1 “ Σ0. Under the hypothesis pH1q, the statistic χ2n
does not follow a known law.
Auxiliary information. Let suppose that one have an auxiliary information
available to us and one want to take into account to improve the chi-square
test. That is one dispose of an estimator of P rfAs with lower variance than the
natural and empirical estimator PnrfAs. Formally, let suppose that we have a
random vector pPn P RM which satisfies
pαnrfAs “ ?nppPn ´ P rfAsq LÝÑ
nÑ`8 N p0, pΣq,
where pΣ is a M ˆM covariance matrix such that
Σ1 ´ pΣ is semi-definite positive, (4)
rankppΣq “ rankpΣ1q “M ´ 1, (5)
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Condition (4) should be verified both on pH0q and pH1q. According to Theorem
1 of [13], condition (5) ensures that the matrix pΣ`´Σ`1 is semi-definite positive.
This property will be essential for our next main result. We give in Section 4
some examples of auxiliary information and matrices pΣ for this test which satisfy
these both hypothesis. We denote by Σ1,n, pΣn a consistent estimation of Σ1 andpΣ like an empirical estimation. We define the chi-square statistic with auxiliary
information by pχ2n “ pZn ¨ pZtn wherepZn “ ?nppPn ´ P0rfAsq ¨ Sn, Sn “bpΣn`Σ1,n.
By hypothesis on Σ1,n and pΣn, the matrix Sn is a consistent estimation of
S “
bpΣ`Σ1. (6)
As the same way as the classical chi-square test, under pH0q, by construction pZn
converges weakly to the multivariate normal law N p0,Σ0q so the new statisticpχ2n converges weakly to a χ2pM ´ 1q distribution. Then the statistical test
based on the rejected decision pχ2n ą t has the same alpha risk than the classical
chi-square test based on the decision χ2n ą t. Under pH1q when the auxiliary
information is used the following theorem establishes that the beta risk decreases
exponentially. That is in other words, the power of the new test is exponentially
larger.
Theorem 2. Under pH1q it holds for n large enough and every t ą 0,
P
`
χ2n ď t
˘
P ppχ2n ď tq ě exp pxnq , (7)
where xn „
nÑ`8
1
2Tn ¨ ppΣ` ´ Σ`1 q ¨ T tn where Tn is defined by (2).
Consequence. The sequence xn goes to infinity since pΣ`´Σ`1 is semi-definite
positive as previously stated. According to Theorem 2, asymptotically the chi-
square test with auxiliary information would be exponentially more powerful
than the classical chi-square test without auxiliary information. For example,
by using (7) the chi-square test with auxiliary information would be twice as
powerful than the usual chi-square test if xn ě 1. We study in Section 4 some
examples where this is the case.
Proof of Theorem 2. Under pH1q, the processes Zn`Tn and pZn`Tn converge
to the singular multivariate normal N p0,Σ1q and N p0,Σ1q where Tn is defined
by (2), Σ1 by (3) andpTn “ Tn ¨ S “ ?npP0rAs ´ P rAsq ¨ S, (8)
with S defined by (6). Then as n goes to infinity it holds
Ppχ2n ď tq „
nÑ`8 PpNn ¨N
t
n ď tq,
Pppχ2n ď tq „
nÑ`8 Pp pNn ¨ pN tn ď tq,
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where Nn “ Z ´ Tn, pNn “ Z 1 ´ pTn with Z,Z 1 „ N p0,Σ1q. Moreover, on the
one hand,
tNn ¨N tn ď tu Ą t||Nn||8 ď
a
t{Mu “ tZ P Anu,
where An “ rTn ´
a
t{M,Tn `
a
t{M s and on the other hand,
t pNn ¨ pN tn ď tu Ă t|| pNn||8 ď tu “ tZ P Bnu,
where Bn “ r pTn ´?t, pTn `?ts These three last statements imply
Ppχ2n ď tq
Pppχ2n ď tq „nÑ`8 P pNn ¨N
t
n ď tq
Pp pNn ¨ pN tn ď tq ě infAn fN p0,Σ1qsupBn fN p0,Σ1q . (9)
According to Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, there exists t0 “ pt0,1, . . . , t0,M q, t1 “
pt1,1, . . . , t1,M q P RM such that |ti,j | ă
?
t for any i “ 1, 2 and j “ 1, . . . ,M
which satisfy
infAn fN p0,Σ1q
supBn fN p0,Σ1q
“ fN p0,Σ1qpTn ` t1q
fN p0,Σ1qp pTn ` t0q
“ exp
ˆ
1
2
´
p pTn ` t0q ¨ Σ`1 ¨ p pTn ` t0qt ´ pTn ` t1q ¨ Σ`1 ¨ pTn ` t1qt¯˙ .
Since t0, t1 are fixed and ||Tn||8, || pTn||8 goes to infinity then
infAn fN p0,Σ1q
supBn fN p0,Σ1q
„
nÑ`8 exp
ˆ
1
2
´pTn ¨ Σ`1 ¨ pT tn ´ Tn ¨ Σ`1 ¨ T tn¯˙ ,
and by using (2), (6) and (8) one have pTn ¨Σ`1 ¨ pT tn “ Tn ¨ pΣ` ¨ T tn. This implies
that
infAn fN p0,Σ1q
supBn fN p0,Σ1q
„
nÑ`8 exp
ˆ
1
2
Tn ¨ ppΣ` ´ Σ`1 q ¨ T tn˙ . (10)
Inequality (7) is a direct consequence of (9) and (10).
4 Statistical examples
For all numerical examples presented in this section we work with the distribu-
tion P “ PX described by the Figure 1. In particular, ErXs “ 0, σ2 “ VarpXq “
7{24 » 0.292. In Subsection 4.1 we deal with an auxiliary information given by
the probabilities of sets of given partitions. The method to treat this specific
information is described and two examples are given for the two tests. A simu-
lation in the case of the Z-test is also given in this subsection. In Subsection 4.2
one deal with general auxiliary information. We give a general point of view
of the auxiliary information and we give a concrete example for both tests. A
simulation in the case of the chi-square test is also given in this subsection.
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Figure 1: Law of X
4.1 Raking-Ratio method
Presentation. The Raking-Ratio method is a statistical and computational
method in order to take into account the auxiliary information given by the
knowledge of P rApNqs “ pP pAp1q1 q, . . . , P pApNqmN qq whereApNq “ tApNq1 , . . . , ApNqmN u Ă
T 1 are partitions of X and mN P N˚ is the size of the partition ApNq, for all
N P N˚. It was introduced by Deming and Stephan [5] as a method to deter-
mine the projection of the empirical measure on the set of discrete probabil-
ity measures satisfying all the constraints given by the auxiliary information.
They did a mistake [11] since this algorithm does not find this projection with
respect to the chi-square distance. Ireland and Kullback [8] have neverthe-
less proved that this method converges to this projection with respect to the
Kullback-Leibler distance. This method was studied along the twentieth century
– see [4, 10, 4, 9, 3, 6] – but few of these results are satisfactory since they do
not allow to prove theoretically that this method makes it possible to improve
empirical estimates. Albertus and Berthet [2] studied this method from a new
point of view, that of the empirical process theory, and they gave general results
for infinite collection of estimators satisfying some metric entropy conditions.
In [1], the author studied the behavior of the empirical process associated to
the Raking-Ratio method when the information is given by an estimation or a
learning and no more necessarily by an exact information. The two following
paragraphs apply these theoretical results in the context of the improved Z-test
and the improved chi-square test.
Raking-Ratio for the Z-test. To use the result of Section 2 an empirical
estimator of ErXs more efficient than the empirical mean Xn in the sense given
by the condition (1) is necessary. The Raking-Ratio method gives a better esti-
mator by exploiting iteratively the auxiliary information given by the knowledge
of all P rApNqs. In our case, the raked empirical mean is given by Xp0qn “ Xn
8
and for all N P N,
X
pN`1q
n “
mN`1ÿ
j“1
X1
A
pN`1q
j
pNq
n
P pApN`1qj q
1
A
pN`1q
j
pNq
n
.
An example of calculation of the raked empirical mean is given at the appendix
A of [1]. We denote pσpNqq2 “ nVarpXpNqn q. Albertus and Berthet proved that
condition (1) is satisfied by letting pXn “ XpNqn for some fixed N P N, since they
established that
pσpNqq2 “ σ2 ´
Nÿ
k“1
pΦpNqk qt ¨ Ck ¨ ΦpNqk ,
where Ck PMmk,mk and ΦpNqk PMpmk, 1q are the matrices defined by
Ck “ DiagpP rApkqsq ´ P rApkqst ¨ P rApkqs, (11)
Φ
pNq
k “ pErX|Apkq1 s, . . . ,ErX|Apkqmk sqt
`
ÿ
1ďLďN´k
kăl1ăl2ă...ălLďN
p´1qLPApl1q|ApkqPApl2q|Apl1q . . .PAplLq|AplL´1q
¨˝ ErX|Apkq1 s
...
ErX|AplLqmlL s
‚˛,
and PApiq|Apjq PMmj ,mi are stochastic matrices defined by
pPApiq|Apjqqk,l “ P pApiql |Apjqk q, @i, j P N˚, @1 ď l ď mi, @1 ď k ď mj .
Since Ck are covariance matrices, and in particular semi-definite positive ma-
trices, then σpNq ď σ for all N P N. In [1] the author gives in a more general
way some examples of possible and explicit values of σpNq for N “ 1, 2 when
Ap1q “ tA,ACu,Ap2q “ tB,BCu. In our case these values are
pσp1qq2 “ σ2 ´ pApApErX|As ´ ErX|ACsq2,
pσp2qq2 “ σ2 ´ pBpBpErX|Bs ´ ErX|BCsq2
´
˜
pApA `
pBpBppAXB ´ pApBq
p2Ap
2
A
¸
pErX|As ´ ErX|ACsq2.
where pA “ P pAq, pA “ P pACq, pB “ P pBq, pB “ P pBCq, pAXB “ P pA X Bq.
If we set Ap2k´1q “ Ap1q and Ap2kq “ Ap2q for k ą 1 then the value σp8q,the
variance of X
pNq
n when N goes to infinity, that is when the Raking-Ratio method
converges, is given by the following formula – see (2.12) of [1]:
pσp8qq2 “ σ2 ´ pApB
`
pA∆
2
A ` pB∆2B ´ pApBp∆A ´∆Bq2 ´ 2pAB∆A∆B
˘
pApBpApB ´ ppAB ´ pApBq2
,
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Figure 2: Distribution of Zn and pZn for n “ 100 and n “ 500
where
∆A “ ErX|As ´ ErXs “ ErX|As,
∆B “ ErX|Bs ´ ErXs “ ErX|Bs.
When the events A and B are independent then one have
pσp8qq2 “ pσp2qq2 “ pσp1qq2 ´ pBpBpErX|Bs ´ ErX|BCsq2.
In the independent case, since σp8q “ σp2q, the Raking-Ratio method could be
stopped with N “ 2 steps.
Simulation and benchmark. Let apply the previous results with X following
the distribution given by Figure 1 and let be the following independent sets
A “ tX P r´0.5, 0s Y r0.5, 1su, B “ tX ď 0u
A “ tX P r´0.5, 0s Y r0.5, 1su, B “ tX ď 0u which satisfy P pAq “ P pBq “
0.5,ErX|As “ 1{6 “ ´ErX|ACs,ErX|Bs “ ´0.5 “ ErX|BCs. With these sets
one have
pσp1qq2 “ σ2 ´ 1{36 “ 19{72 » 0.264,
pσp8qq2 “ pσp2qq2 “ pσp1qq2 ´ 1{4 “ 1{72 » 0.014.
We consider the hypothesis µ “ 0.05 in the aim to be under the pH1q hypothesis.
In this case, we have according to Theorem 1, for N “ 1, xn „ 0.00024n and
for N “ 2 or N “ 8, xn „ 0.01658n. Figures 2 and 3 represent respectively
the law of Zn and pZn for N “ 2 or N “ 8 by the black and red plots. By
Monte-Carlo the gain of the power of some values of n and for a fixed t and
N “ 2 or N “ 8 are estimated and regrouped in Table 1.
Raking-Ratio for the chi-square tests. To use the result of Section 3 an
empirical estimator of
P rfαs “
˜
P pA1qa
P0pA1q
, . . . ,
P pAmqa
P0pAmq
¸
,
10
Figure 3: Distribution of Zn and pZn for n “ 1000 and n “ 2000
Table 1: Estimated gain for the Z-test
n 10 50 100 200 500 1000 2000
t 0.5 0.5 4 5 10 12 17
Pp|Zn| ď tq{Pp| pZn| ď tq 2.09 39.26 2.46 6.21 14.39 12.66 41.10
more efficient than the empirical estimator
Pnrfαs “
˜
PnpA1qa
P0pA1q
, . . . ,
PnpAM qa
P0pAM q
¸
,
in the sense given by condition (4) is needed. The Raking-Ratio algorithm gives
again a better estimator with the auxiliary information given by the knowledge
of all P rApNqs. The raked estimator of P rfαs is given by
PpNqn rfαs “
˜
PpNqn pA1qa
P0pA1q
, . . . ,
PpNqn pAM qa
P0pAM q
¸
,
where PpNqn pfq is iteratively defined, for a real-valued measurable function f , by
Pp0qn pfq “ Pnpfq and for all N P N,
PpN`1qn pfq “
mN`1ÿ
j“1
PpNqn pf1ApN`1qj qP pA
pN`1q
j q
PpNqn p1ApN`1qj q
.
Results of Albertus and Berthet imply in particular that the process
αpNqn rfAs “
?
npPpNqn rfαs ´ P rfαsq,
converges to the singular multivariate normal law N p0,ΣpNqq with ΣpNq is the
covariance matrix defined by
ΣpNq “ Σ1 ´
Nÿ
k“1
pΦpNqk qt ¨ Ck ¨ ΦpNqk
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where Σ1 is defined by (3), Ck P Mmk,mk are the same covariance matrices
defined below by (11) and the vectors Φ
pNq
k P Mmk,M are defined for all i “
1, . . . ,M by
pΦpNqk q¨,i “
1a
P0pAiq
pP pAi|Apkq1 q, . . . , P pAi|Apkqmkqqt
` 1a
P0pAiq
ÿ
1ďLďN´k
kăl1ăl2ă...ălLďN
p´1qLPApl1q|ApkqPApl2q|Apl1q . . .PAplLq|AplL´1q
¨˚
˝ P pAi|A
plLq
1 q
...
P pAi|AplLqmlL q
‹˛‚,
and PApiq|Apjq P Mmj ,mi are stochastic matrices defined below. The matrix
ΣpNq ensures condition (4) so if condition (5) is satisfied one can apply the results
of Theorem 1 with pαn “ αpNqn rfAs “ pαnp1A1{aP0pA1qq, . . . , αpNqn p1AM {aP0pAM qqq
for some fixed N P N. Let study the simple case where the auxiliary information
is given by N “ 1, 2, Ap1q “ tAp1q, Ap1qu,Ap2q “ tAp2q, Ap2qu where
Ap1q “ tX P r´0.5, 0s Y r0.5, 1su, Ap2q “ tX ď 0u.
Let work on the categories for the chi-square test given by M “ 2 and A “
tA,Au where A “ tX ď 0.5u. The event A is dependent from the events
Ap1q, Ap2q so the auxiliary information In this framework one have
Φ
p1q
1 “
1?
2
˜
1?
20
1?
12
1?
5
0
¸
, Φ
p2q
1 “
1
4
?
2
˜´ 1?
5
1?
3
1?
5
´ 1?
3
¸
,
Φ
p2q
2 “
1?
2
˜
1?
5
0
1?
20
1?
12
¸
, C1 “ C2 “ 1
4
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
.
The covariance matrices Σ1,Σ
pNq for N “ 1, 2 are given by
Σ1 “ 1
2
¨˝
3
5 ´
b
3
5
´
b
3
5 1
‚˛,
Σp1q “ Σ1 ´ pΦp1q1 qt ¨ C1 ¨ Φp1q1 “
1
16
˜
23
5 ´ 23?15´ 23?
15
23
3
¸
Σp2q “ Σ1 ´ pΦp2q1 qt ¨ C1 ¨ Φp2q1 ´ pΦp2q2 qt ¨ C2 ¨ Φp2q2
“ 23
16
˜
1
5 ´ 1?15´ 1?
15
1
3
¸
,
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and the pseudo-inverse of Σp1q,Σp2q are equal to
Σ`1 “
1
32
ˆ
15 ´5?15
´5?15 25
˙
»
ˆ
0.469 ´0.605
´0.605 0.781
˙
,
pΣp1qq` “ 15
94
ˆ
3 ´?15
´?15 5
˙
»
ˆ
0.479 ´0.618
´0.618 0.798
˙
,
pΣp2qq` “ 15
92
ˆ
3 ´?15
´?15 5
˙
»
ˆ
0.489 ´0.631
´0.631 0.815
˙
.
Matrices Σp1q and Σp2q satisfy both condition (5). According to Theorem 2, ifpPn “ PpNqn rfαs for N “ 1, 2 one have Ppχ2n ď tq{Pppχ2n ď tq ě exppxnq with
respectively xn „ 0.000887n and xn „ 0.001812n.
4.2 General auxiliary information
Literature. Many definitions of the auxiliary information could be found
among the literature concerning this subject. Some authors gave their own
definition of the auxiliary information and they established some results in or-
der to prove the efficiency of the use of auxiliary information. Nevertheless,
most part of these definitions does not include some natural examples of what
auxiliary information can be. For example, Dmitriev and Tarasenko [7] defined
the auxiliary information as the knowledge of probabilities P pg1q, . . . , P pgmq
for some measure functions g1, . . . , gm or whe an approximation of these prob-
abilities is known. They determined the projection of the empirical measure
which minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence over the set of the probability
measures satisfying the information. For another example, in [14, 16, 15], Zang
defined the auxiliary information as a known function which the expectation
cancels, that is a measurable real-valued function g such that ErgpXqs “ 0 and
he established some results when an information of this kind is known. How-
ever, these definitions do not scope the concept of auxiliary information. For
instance, if the auxiliary information is given by the knowledge of the variance
of X, this definition does not support this one since ErXs “ P pX2q ´ P pXq2
could not be written as the expectation of a function.
General auxiliary information. A very general definition is given by Tarima
and Pavlov – see [12] – where the auxiliary information is defined as an unbi-
ased estimator which satisfies a CLT. Their result is general since the auxiliary
information can be of any kind, can be given by several sources of auxiliary
information and can even be uncertain, that is an estimate of the true auxil-
iary information under certain conditions. To illustrate the results of Sections 2
and 3, the two following paragraphs present the case when the conditional mean
of interest variables is known. More formally, let suppose that X is real ran-
dom variable such that its conditional expectation conditional on an event is
known. In this paragraph, let work on real random variables X1, . . . , Xn such
that the expectation of X conditional on the event that X belongs to some
predefined set C P T 1 is known. Thereby the auxiliary information is given
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by P pX|Cq “ P pX1Cq{P pCq. This kind of auxiliary is not supported by the
definitions of auxiliary information given by Dmitriev and Tarasenko or Zang
recalled below.
Conditional mean auxiliary information for the Z-test. In this para-
graph, the way the auxiliary information P pX|Cq can be exploited in the case
of the Z-test is presented. Let denote
PnpX|Cq “ PnpX1CqPnpCq , (12)
the natural empirical estimation of the auxiliary information P pX|Cq. One
want to take into account this auxiliary information in the aim to suggest an
estimator pXn of P pXq with a lower variance than the natural empirical esti-
mator PnpXq. With this new estimator, the conditions of Theorem 1 would
be satisfied. To make the parallel with the article of Tarima and Pavlov, let
adopt the same notation than their article. Let suppose in this paragraph that
one have one exact auxiliary information but an uncertain auxiliary information
can be considered, given for example by an estimate based on another larger
independent sample. In our case one have I “ 1 data source, J1 “ 1 auxiliary
information and
Θ “ P pXq “ ErXs, pΘ “ PnpXq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi,
rB “ B “ P pX|Cq, pB “ PnpX|Cq.
With these values one have
K11 “ VarppΘq “ σ2
K12 “ Covp pB, pΘq “ CovpPnpX|Cq,PnpXqq
K 122 “ Varp pBq “ VarpPnpX|Cqq, K222 “ Varp rBq “ 0,
K22 “ K 122 `K222 “ K 122 “ VarpPnpX|Cqq.
The elements K11,K12,K22 are unknown or could not be expressed simply since
the estimator PnpX|Cq is a quotient of the empirical measure. Therefore the
first suggested estimator of Tarima and PavlovpΘ0 “ pΘ´K12K´122 p pB ´ rBq
“ PnpXq ´K12K´122 pPnpX|Cq ´ P pX|Cqq,
which exploits the auxiliary information P pX|Cq is impossible to evaluate. This
case is common and it is for that reason that these authors suggested to replace
these unknown values by consistent estimators of them. Values K11,K12,K22
cna be estimated by the following values pK11 “ 1nVarnpXq, pK22 “ 1nVarnpX|Cq
where Varn means the empirical variance estimator and
pK12 “ 1
n
`
PnpX2|Cq ´ PnpXqP pX|Cq
˘
.
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With these consistent estimators, Tarima and Pavlov suggest to use the statisticpΘ˚ “ pΘ´ pK12 pK´122 p pB ´ rBq
“ PnpXq ´ pK12 pK´122 pPnpX|Cq ´ P pX|Cqq.
By taking an “ ?n the first Tarima and Pavlov conditions mentioned in Section
1.3 of their paper are respected. More precisely, ζ1n “ 0,Σ222 “ 0 and
ξn “ anppΘ´Θq LÝÑ
nÑ`8 ξ “ N p0,Σ11q,
τn “ anp pB ´ Bq LÝÑ
nÑ`8 τ “ N p0,Σ
1
22q,
nK 122 “ VarpαnpX|Cqq ÝÑ
nÑ`8 Σ
1
22,
where 0 “ 0RM , Σ122 “ VarpX|Cq and Σ11 “ K11. This implies that
anppΘ0 ´Θq “ ?npPnpX|Cq ´K12K´122 P pX|Cqq LÝÑnÑ`8 N
ˆ
0,Σ11 ´ Σ
2
12
Σ22
˙
,
where
Σ12 “ Covpξ, τq “ 1
P pCqCovpX1C , Xq “ ErX
2|Cs ´ ErXs ErX|Cs,
Σ22 “ Σ122 “ VarpX|Cq.
Conditions of Proposition 2 of Tarima and Pavlov are respected since the fol-
lowing asymptotic behaviour is satisfied according to the law of large number:
a2np pK12 ´K12q “ a2np pK12 ´ Σ12q ´ a2npK12 ´ Σ12q a.s.ÝÑ
nÑ`8 0,
a2np pK22 ´K22q “ a2np pK22 ´ Σ22q ´ a2npK22 ´ Σ22q a.s.ÝÑ
nÑ`8 0.
By letting pXn “ pΘ˚ “ PnpXq ´ pK12 pK´122 pPnpX|Cq ´ P pX|Cqq,
Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 of Tarima and Pavlov imply that
?
np pXn ´ ErXsq “ ?nppΘ˚ ´Θq
“ ?npPnpXq ´ ErXs ´ pK12 pK´122 pPnpX|Cq ´ P pX|Cqqq,
converges weakly to the multivariate N p0, pσ2q where pσ2 “ σ2 ´P pCqVarpX|Cq
with VarpX|Cq “ P pX2|Cq ´ P 2pX|Cq the variance of X conditional on the
event C. According to Theorem 1, the diminution of the ratio risk of the Z-test
with auxiliary information is asymptotically at least exppxnq where
xn „ npErXs ´ µq
2
σ
˜
1a
1´ P pCqVarpX|Cq{σ2 ´ 1
¸
.
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If one apply the previous results with C “ t|X| ď 0.5u and µ “ 0.05 in order to
be under the pH1q hypothesis. With these elements one have xn „ 0.00029n.
Conditional mean auxiliary information for the chi-square test. Let
reuse the same notation PnpX|Cq defined by (12) in the previous paragraph
for the natural and empirical estimation of P pX|Cq. Remind that the function
vector
fA “ p1A1{
a
P0pA1q, . . . ,1AM {
a
P0pAM qq,
intervenes at the level of empirical process for the chi-square test. Like the
previous paragraph, let adopt the same notation than the article of Tarima and
Pavlov. Let suppose again that one exact auxiliary information is known but
an uncertain auxiliary information can also be considered, given for example by
an estimate based on another larger independent sample. In our case one have
I “ 1 data source, J1 “ 1 auxiliary information and
Θ “ P rfAs “
˜
P pA1qa
P0pA1q
, . . . ,
P pAM qa
P0pAM q
¸
P RM ,
pΘ “ PnrfAs “ ˜ PnpA1qa
P0pA1q
, . . . ,
PnpAM qa
P0pAM q
¸
P RM ,
rB “ B “ P pX|Cq, pB “ PnpX|Cq.
With these values, one have
K11 “ VarppΘq “ VarpPnrfAsq “ Σ1
K12 “ Covp pB, pΘq “ CovpPnpX|Cq,PnrfAsq
“
˜
1a
P0pAiq
CovpPnpX|Cq,PnpAiqq
¸
1ďiďM
,
K 122 “ Varp pBq “ VarpPnpX|Cqq, K222 “ Varp rBq “ 0,
K22 “ K 122 `K222 “ K 122 “ VarpPnpX|Cqq.
Notice that values K 122,K222 and K22 does not change from the previous para-
graph since the auxiliary information is exact and represents the same informa-
tion. The elements K11,K12,K22 are still unknown or could not be expressed
simply since the estimator PnpX|Cq is a quotient of the empirical measure.
Thus, the first suggested estimator of Tarima and PavlovpΘ0 “ PnrfAs ´K12K´122 pPnpX|Cq ´ P pX|Cqq,
which exploits the auxiliary information P pX|Cq is impossible to evaluate. Val-
ues K11,K12,K22 can be estimated by the following values pK11 “ Σ1,n, pK22 “
1
nVarnpX|Cq and
pK12 “ ˜ 1
n
a
P0pAiq
pPnpX1Ai |Cq ´ P pX|CqPnpAiqq
¸
1ďiďM
,
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where Covn means the empirical covariance estimators. With these consistent
estimators, Tarima and Pavlov suggest to use the statistic
pΘ˚ “ pΘ´ pK12 pK´122 p pB ´ rBq
“ PnrfAs ´ pK12 pK´122 pPnpX|Cq ´ P pX|Cqq.
By taking an “ ?n the first Tarima and Pavlov conditions mentioned in Section
1.3 of their paper are respected. More precisely, ζ1n “ 0,Σ222 “ 0 and
ξn “ anppΘ´Θq LÝÑ
nÑ`8 ξ “ N p0,Σ11q,
τn “ anp pB ´ Bq LÝÑ
nÑ`8 τ “ N p0,Σ
1
22q,
nK 122 “ VarpαnpX|Cqq ÝÑ
nÑ`8 Σ
1
22,
where 0 “ 0RM , Σ122 “ VarpX|Cq and Σ11 “ Σ1 is defined by (3) in Section 3.
This implies that
anppΘ0´Θq “ ?npPnpX|Cq ´K12K´122 P pX|Cqq LÝÑnÑ`8 N p0,Σ11´Σ12Σ´122 Σt12q,
where
Σ12 “ Covpξ, τq “
˜
1
P pCqaP0pAiqCovpX1C ,1Aiq
¸
1ďiďM
,
Σ22 “ Σ122 “ VarpX|Cq.
Conditions of Proposition 2 of Tarima and Pavlov are respected since the fol-
lowing asymptotic behaviour is satisfied according to the law of large number:
a2np pK12 ´K12q “ a2np pK12 ´ Σ12q ´ a2npK12 ´ Σ12q a.s.ÝÑ
nÑ`8 0,
a2np pK22 ´K22q “ a2np pK22 ´ Σ22q ´ a2npK22 ´ Σ22q a.s.ÝÑ
nÑ`8 0.
By letting
pPn “ pΘ˚ “ PnrfAs ´ pK12 pK´122 pPnpX|Cq ´ P pX|Cqq,
Proposition 1 and 2 of Tarima and Pavlov imply that
pαn “ ?nppPn ´ P rfAsq “ ?nppΘ˚ ´Θq
“ ?npPnrfAs ´ P rfAs ´ pK12 pK´122 pPnpX|Cq ´ P pX|Cqqq,
converges weakly to the multivariate N p0, pΣq where
pΣ “ Σ11 ´ Σ12Σ´122 Σt12 “ Σ1 ´ Σ12Σ´122 Σt12.
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The matrix pΣ satisfies (4). Under the condition that pΣ satisfies (5), Theorem 2
can be applied to the chi-square test which exploits the auxiliary information
given by P pX|Cq.
Simulation. Let apply the previous results with these following values: C “
t´0.5 ď X ď 0.5u,M “ 2,A “ tA,Au where A “ tX ď 0u. Let consider
a measure P0 which satisfies P0pAq “ 3{8 in the aim to be under the pH1q
hypothesis. With these values, the auxiliary information is given by P pX|Cq “
ErX| ´ 0.5 ď X ď 0.5s “ 0, that is the statistician knows the mean of the
interest random variable when this last one is between -0.5 and 0.5. In this
framework,
Σ1 “
ˆ
2{?3 0
0 2{?5
˙
¨
ˆ
1{2 ´1{2
´1{2 1{2
˙
¨
ˆ
2{?3 0
0 2{?5
˙
“ 2
ˆ
1{3 ´1{?15
´1{?15 1{5
˙
,
Σ12 “ 1
2
ˆ
1{?6
1{?10
˙
, Σ22 “ 1{8.
Since Σ12 ¨Σt12 “ 116Σ1 then pΣ “ Σ1 ´Σ12Σ´122 Σt12 “ 12Σ1 which implies that pΣ
satisfies the condition (5). According to Theorem 2, the concentration inequal-
ity (7) is satisfied. Since
Σ`1 “
15
128
ˆ
5 ´?15
´?15 3
˙
, Tn “
?
n
2
?
2
´´1?
3
1?
5
¯
,
which implies that xn „ n{30. For example, in this framework, the new chi-
square test with auxiliary information given by P pX|Cq should be twice more
powerful as soon as n ě 21. This last condition is obviously satisfied since
the chi-square tests need a large size of sample. Moreover the conclusion of
Theorem 2 is verified if n is large and t fixed.
Benchmark. To assess power gain for the numerical example, let generate
N “ 50000 test samples of different sizes n under the pH1q hypothesis described
below and let estimate the power of the two tests – with and without the aux-
iliary information given by P pX|Cq “ 0 – by Monte-Carlo method, that is by
calculating the proportion of samples rejected by these tests. The plots of Fig-
ure 4 and 5 in black and red are respectively the distribution function of χ2n andpχ2n for n “ 100, 500, 1000, 2000. One can observe that, like the Z-test, despite
the fact that the statistic pχ2n has a larger variance than χ2n, the expectation is
lower for pχ2n than χ2n. One cannot illustrate the bound given by Theorem 2
because for a fixed sample size n one need a value t large enough to make sure
one have at least one sample not rejected by the test with auxiliary information.
But even for small values of n a gain of the power for the test with auxiliary
information can be observed. By Monte-Carlo one can estimate the gain for
different values of n and for a fixed t. See Table 2 for some estimations. One
can also estimate the gain of the power by fixing t “ 3.84 in order to have an
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Figure 4: Distribution of χ2n and pχ2n for n “ 100 and n “ 500
Figure 5: Distribution of χ2n and pχ2n for n “ 1000 and n “ 2000
Table 2: Estimated gain for the chi-square test
n 10 50 100 200 500 1000 2000
t 5 5 5 10 40 100 220
Ppχ2n ď tq{Pppχ2n ď tq 1.16 1.72 3.24 6.64 11.21 9.93 9.49
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Table 3: Estimated gain for the chi-square test
n 10 50 75 100 200 250 300
Ppχ2n ď tq{Pppχ2n ď tq 1.11 1.84 2.61 3.10 15.70 32.92 49.5
asymptotic confidence level α “ 0.05 for some values of n. The following table
illustrates this gain of power. See Table 3 for some estimations. Remind that
this table only includes estimates. In particular, the higher the sample size n,
the more difficult it is to estimate the power gain. But already one can ob-
serve that from n “ 100 individuals the test taking into account the auxiliary
information is three more powerful than that without.
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